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Self-Governance

On Tuesday, the Senate Government Operations Committee unanimously voted out S.106, the bill to
establish a pilot program for self-governance authority at the local level. Towns would enjoy the
opportunity to develop innovative solutions to local problems, implement them in an efficient manner,
and strengthen the partnership between state and local government as a result of S.106. A huge thank you
is due to the committee (Senators White, Pollina, Clarkson, Collamore, and Bray) for its hard work.
On Wednesday, the bill was sent to the Senate Appropriations Committee. That committee considers any
legislation with a fiscal impact and, while S.106 has no money attached, it does provide for per diem
reimbursement to legislative appointees to the newly created Municipal Self-Governance Commission.
Advocacy staff expect the bill to be debated on the Senate floor next week.
S.106 recognizes local officials’ top legislative priority adopted at VLCT’s annual meeting in 2018: to
support decision-making at the local level that recognizes the capacity of local officials and voters to govern
themselves on issues of local import. The bill does not affect the current process for proposing charter
changes, voting them at the local level, and seeking approval from the legislature. It would establish a
parallel process that would create a discussion about what subjects would be appropriate for municipal
decision making, provide for aggregating information about innovative initiatives that succeed, best
approaches for tackling intractable problems at the local level, and approaches that build a state-local
partnership for the long term. The Municipal Self-Governance Commission would provide the venue for
that discussion outside of the State House and ahead of the legislative process.
S.106 is modeled on a successful process in West Virginia that was first enacted in 2007, In 2013, that
state’s legislature found that the pilot program had afforded participating municipalities the flexibility to
be innovative in addressing local issues in a cost-effective, efficient, and timely manner. Over the course
of its ten-year time frame, the initial pilot was expanded from four cities to 34 municipalities throughout
the state. On March 9, 2019, the West Virginia Legislature passed a bill that makes the program permanent,
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finding that the initial Municipal Home Rule Pilot Program led to innovative results, including municipal
ideas that became municipal ordinances which later resulted in new statutes.
The town manager of Springfield. Vermont, wrote to VLCT and its legislators that, “Springfield would
find the latitude of local control provided by municipal self-governance to be very useful, even vital, to the
success of our own initiatives. Citizens expect transparency and a nimble town government, and the
current system requiring statutory authority to do common sense things is antiquated.”
S.106, as voted out of committee, would:
•
•
•

establish a five-year pilot program to allow up to ten cities or towns to make a proposal for selfgovernance within the territorial boundaries of their municipality;
create a 12-member Municipal-Self Governance Commission that would recommend participating
pilot program towns and cities representing a range of populations, geographic locations, and
governance structures, to the legislature;
allow applicant cities and towns to develop a proposal for self-governance that does not conflict with
the U.S. or Vermont constitutions or federal laws and listed state laws (such as crimes and criminal
procedure, public records, open meeting, banking, securities and insurance) and that provides for the
health, safety, and welfare of the applicant’s population.

A process that gives comfort to potential skeptics and opportunity to participating cities and towns is
important to ensure the success of the program as there are plenty of “what if” scenarios being tossed
around the State House by those who fear what the will of the voters, a self-governance commission and
the legislature might perpetrate. The process is robust. An applicant city or town would hold two public
hearings, present its proposal to the voters, and, upon voter approval, submit the proposal to the Municipal
Self-Governance Commission.
The commission would establish criteria for evaluating proposals, and then review, evaluate, and make
recommendations on proposals from up to ten cities or towns to the General Assembly. The General
Assembly would act to approve the recommended proposals and admit municipalities to participate in the
Municipal Self Governance Program. A municipality that was approved to participate in the program
would be authorized to adopt or amend any ordinance pursuant to the powers granted in the approved
proposal.
The bill is posted on the Senate Government Operations Work Groups webpage.
VLCT strongly advocated for this proposal and we can answer any questions you may have. Please contact
Karen Horn (khorn@vlct.org) or Gwynn Zakov (gzakov@vlct.org).

Contact your senators this weekend and urge them to support S.106.

The Capital Bill

This week, the House Corrections and Institutions Committee began finalizing its review of the Capital
Bill, which authorizes bonding, appropriates capital funds, and addresses miscellaneous related items for
fiscal years 2020 and 2021. Several years ago, the Vermont Legislature began adopting a two-year capital
budget to provide a longer and more predictable planning horizon for capital projects. Several sections in
the bill allocate funding to cities and towns. The most important funding is for clean water initiatives,
specifically funding the Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) and Municipal Pollution Control
Grants. For fiscal years 2020 and 2021, budgets from both the governor and House Corrections and
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Institutions recommend $2.5 million for the CWSRF,$3.3 million for Municipal Pollution Control Grants,
and $3.5 million for Water Quality Grants. Taking into account additional programs, clean water funding
in the next two years would total $26 million and drinking water supply revolving loan funds would total
$5.5 million.
The Capital Bill also provides funding for the Vermont Rural Fire Protection grant program for dry
hydrants. For fiscal years 2020 and 2021, the governor recommended providing $250,000 ($125,000 for
each year) to continue the grant program. However, the House committee would allocate $150,000
($75,000 in each year). This $50,000 difference is due to a current surplus in program funds. The Vermont
Association of Conservation Districts (VACD) told the committee that, because of the surplus, a decrease
is fine. If VACD requires funding for FY21, the committee said it could always request additional funding.
The committee’s capital bill also allocates two-year grant funding for:
• Historic Preservation ($400,000)
• Historic Barns and Agriculture $400,000
• Cultural Facilities ($400,000)
• Recreational Facilities ($400,000)
• Human Services and Education Facilities ($200,000)
• Regional Economic Development ($400,000) and
• E-911 Compliance for Schools ($400,000).
The governor and the Corrections and Institutions Committee agree on funding levels for those programs,
except that the committee recommends eliminating the governor’s E-911 Compliance for Schools grants
in the second year.
The bill would also allocate $500,000 for water tap replacement at schools to address lead in school
drinking water supplies, which S.40 would require. (See article on page 4) And, as in years past, the digital
orthophotography mapping project would receive $250,000 to continue their work.
The total proposed bonding for capital projects is $123,180,000. The total spending figure is $124,556,878
over the next two years.

Town Clerks Fees

On Thursday, the House Ways and Means Committee voted out H.526, the House Government
Operations Committee’s bill that increases the fees town clerks charge for recording services. In addition,
the bill:
•
•
•
•
•

requires the town fee report to the General Assembly to include a summary of the monies allocated
from each town’s Restoration and Preservation Reserve Fund for the digitization of records;
requires each town to establish a Restoration and Preservation Reserve Fund for the restoration,
preservation, digitization, and conservation of municipal records;
requires surveyors to submit a digital copy of a survey plat to the Vermont Center for Geographic
Information when the official plat is filed with a town clerk. The survey plat filed with the town clerk
will remain the official plat of record;
requires a survey plat to be recorded when a parcel is subdivided or when the boundaries of a parcel
are changed.
specifies the time at which a state tax lien is deemed “filed” with a town clerk pursuant to 32 V.S.A. §
5895. A lien will be deemed “filed” when the clerk of the town or city indorses a certificate on the lien
pursuant to 24 V.S.A. § 1159.
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•
•

requires that whenever an instrument is filed or left for recording with a town clerk, pursuant to 24
V.S.A. § 1154, the town will bear the costs associated with returning the original copy of an instrument
to the person who filed the instrument for record;
amends 24 V.S.A. §1159 by stating that an instrument is deemed “recorded” with the town clerk when
the town clerk (1) receives the instrument, fees and all supporting documents, and (2) indorses the
instrument and enters the instrument into a day book within three days of the date the instrument was
filed or left for record.

The bill began as a simple proposal to increase recording fees, but along the way it has changed significantly
to include the above proposals. It represents a compromise between many interested persons and interest
groups including VLCT, the Vermont Town and City Management Association, the Vermont Bar
Association, the Department of Taxes, the Vermont Bankers Association, and the Vermont Association
of Realtors. The bill will move to the House floor next week and from there to the Senate Government
Operations Committee.
The current Capital Bill draft and the 2020/2021 fiscal year breakdown are posted on the legislature’s
Work Groups webpages.

Regulating Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances

The issue of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in public drinking water supplies and
who pays to remediate and monitor these chemicals is huge in the southern part of the state and has given
rise to several bills this session that would establish expansive responsibility for testing, monitoring, and
mitigation at the municipal level. One such bill is S49, which would regulate PFAS in water as well as
leachate from landfills and any release of a chemical that exceeds a Department of Health Advisory.
S.49 is aimed squarely at municipal water supply and water quality facilities. Its stringent standards would
establish one of the lowest maximum contaminant levels for PFAS in drinking water in the country. The
bill would also impose substantial new obligations while providing no funding to cover the new mandates.
This proposal comes as the legislature continues to argue about a long-term funding source for Act 64, the
legislation passed in 2015 to clean up the waters of the state.
PFAS and other perfluorochemicals are a group of human-made chemicals that have been used in industry
and consumer products since the 1940s. According to the New England Water Environment Association
(NEWEA), PFAS include more than 4,700 chemicals and polymers. They contain carbon-fluorine bonds
that make them chemically stable and highly persistent in the environment. PFAS can enter the
environment from industrial or commercial sources, from disposing of goods that contain PFAS, or from
landfill leachate. These chemicals persist in the environment for a very long time and are present in water
bodies and in the blood of humans and wildlife. In short, they are everywhere.
Studies have found associations between PFAS exposure and various cancers, thyroid disease, immune
suppression, and other deleterious health effects. What their long-term impact on the environment is, how
they interact with each other, and what the category of perfluorochemicals includes is not well understood,
and it continues to evolve because investigation of their effects on the environment, wastewater and water
supply systems, humans, and animals is fairly recent. In addition to scientific investigations undertaken by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at the painfully slow federal level (see box on page 6), the
Vermont Department of Health has adopted a health advisory level for certain PFAS of 20 parts per
trillion.
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According to language in the bill, the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) has adopted that level as part
of its Remediation of Contaminated Properties and Groundwater Protection Rules, but not as part of the
Water Supply Rule or Water Quality Standards. The bill would direct ANR to adopt those standards in a
rule by December 31, 2021, unless it had justified why it was not proposing a rule by March of that year.
Likewise, a rule for surface water quality standards would need to be filed with the Secretary of State by
January 15, 2020. A plan to complete a statewide investigation of sources of PFAS would need to be
accomplished by May 1, 2019.
Until ANR adopted a rule, the bill would also:
•
•
•

require public water systems to monitor for PFAS by December 1, 2019, and thereafter, depending
upon the results of the monitoring;
require the public water system to implement treatment to reduce levels of PFAS contaminants below
the advisory level; and
provide alternative potable water through other means until monitoring indicates that PFAS are below
the advisory level.

The bill would also authorize ANR to require any permitted facility to monitor for any release of a chemical
that exceeds a Vermont Department of Health advisory, and to impose conditions for up to two years
from the date of that advisory, if the ANR Secretary determines that there may be “imminent and
substantial endangerment to human health or the natural environment.” As we have seen in the past, the
Department of Health and ANR tend to establish different standards for the same contaminants of
emerging concern (CECs), which could complicate this directive.
ANR would need to submit a report to the legislature on managing landfill leachate containing CECs,
findings of leachate treatment evaluations, and recommendations to treat CECs.
Municipalities did not create the PFAS problem and their presence permeating the environment cannot
be resolved solely by cleaning up water supplies or wastewater treatment facility discharges or landfills.
Recognizing the significant risk that PFAS represent, NEWEA emphasized that
• Municipalities cannot afford the costs to measure, monitor and treat PFAS that arrive at their facilities.
• Wastewater treatment processes [and water supplies] do not utilize or add PFAS chemicals; they
convey the PFAS that initially enter society through commercial products.
• PFAS are highly resistant to treatment and remediation.
• Prevention, product evaluation and control of PFAS-containing products is needed to address the
sources of PFAS.
• Continued funding, research, and monitoring are necessary to understand the impacts of PFAS and
other contaminants on the environment, wastewater, and associated media.
Local officials were not asked to testify on S.49 when it was in the Senate. (It is now before the House
Natural Resources, Fish, and Wildlife Committee.) To repeat, there is no funding in the bill to pay for
these initiatives nor any assessment of what the cost would be. What level of funding would it take to clean
a water supply of these contaminants, which are ubiquitous in both the environment and in our bodies?
What is the sources of these chemicals? Is their use being controlled? Is there an opportunity to recover
costs from the companies that produce them? Are all perfluorochemicals harmful? Without an ongoing
source of funding, S.49 represents a massive new unfunded mandate on local governments. And without
support from the state or federal government, the property tax payer will be on the hook again.
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Local officials need to urge their representatives to find a long-term funding source to pay for what will
otherwise be another enormous unfunded mandate on municipalities, which had no hand in creating the
problem.
Last May, the EPA announced a plan to undertake four PFAS management actions:
1. Initiate steps to evaluate the need for a maximum contaminant level for perfluorooctanoic acid
(PFOA) and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS);
2. Begin the necessary steps to propose designating PFOA and PFOS as hazardous substances through
one of the available federal statutory mechanisms;
3. Develop groundwater cleanup recommendations for PFOA and PFOS at contaminated sites; and
4. Develop toxicity values or oral reference doses (RfDs) for GenX chemicals and perfluorobutane
sulfonic acid (PFBS).
According to the Per-and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) Action Plan of 2019, the agency is still
working on these actions.
EPA’s short-term actions (expected to be completed within two years) include developing new methods
for managing PFAS, promulgating rules requiring notification to the EPA before chemicals are used in
new ways that may create human health and ecological concerns, and using enforcement actions to help
manage the risk of PFAS.

Elsewhere in the State House

Lead in School Drinking Water. This week, the House Education Committee continued its work on
S.40, a bill that would require all schools and child care facilities in Vermont to test drinking water in their
buildings for lead contamination. If samples were above a defined action level – indicating that the lead
level was unsafe – the school or child care facility would be required to fix the problem and provide
students and staff with potable water until the lead level was lowered to an acceptable level.
Determining what that acceptable level is has been the main issue of discussion. Currently, the
Environmental Protection Agency action level for lead in drinking water is 15 parts per billion (ppb), the
standard to which municipal drinking water facilities are held . The draft bill proposes to lower the action
level for drinking water in schools and day care centers to 5 ppb. Previous versions of the bill have
proposed action levels as low as 1 ppb (the level recommended by Vermont’s Department of Health) and
3 ppb (the level most sources achieve after a 30-second flushing). Representatives from the Department
of Health testified that there is no safe level of lead in the body, and young children are the most vulnerable
to the developmental, learning, and behavioral difficulties that lead exposure causes.
The committee appears to have agreed to an action level of 5 ppb, which is the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s limit for lead in bottled water. Standards around the country for lead levels at the tap are
more in line with the EPA standard. The committee reasons that if a drinking water sample registers in
excess of 5 ppb, the remediation plan would require the school to supply potable water – most likely
commercially available water – until the lead level is below 5 ppb.
The proposed bill is the outcome of a pilot project established by the Vermont Department of Health and
the agencies of Natural Resources and of Education to find out how prevalent elevated lead levels in school
drinking water are in Vermont. Sixteen schools participated in the pilot project. According to testimony
from Vermont’s health commissioner, the cost to test for lead in drinking water in most of the schools
that participated in the pilot project was between $800 and $1,200. The principle source of lead found at
levels at or above 15 ppb were the plumbing fixtures; according to the project report, most were replaced
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for less than $500. Several school facilities directors testified that the price of replacement could far exceed
those amounts, depending upon who did the replacement, how much of the plumbing system needed to
be replaced, and what kinds of replacement fixtures would be installed. The pilot program was funded by
a federal grant.
In his third budget address, Governor Scott directed $1.3 million of this year’s projected General Fund
revenue surplus to test lead levels in drinking water in every Vermont school. As well, $500,000 is set aside
in the capital bill for water tap replacement. This allocation would support funding for the first year of
testing, with no guarantee of funding for large-scale remediation or that the funding will continue in future
years. School administrators, associations, and boards are concerned that with a lack of certainty
concerning future costs and the foreseeable impacts, and with school budgets already adopted, costs could
significantly outweigh available funds. Testimony from school administrators also indicated that students
drink more water at home, where they are potentially exposed to lead from other sources such as lead
paint.
If lead in school drinking water in particular is deemed to be a public health concern and plumbing fixtures
and systems need to be replaced at those institutions, the state should assume responsibility for the costs
involved with the mandates including testing, sampling, and remediation. Those costs need to come from
the General Fund. The committee of jurisdiction for water supplies should also take testimony on the bill
from those who are responsible for potable water supplies around the state.
The Transportation Bill. Last week, we reported that the House Transportation Committee proposed
an increase in funding to Town Highway Aid to the tune of $1,102,710 – the first increase to this fund
since 2013. This week, the House Appropriations and Ways and Means committees reviewed the
Transportation Bill, and both committees supported the increased funding. The bill is headed to the House
floor today, Friday, and will then be sent to the Senate Transportation Committee next week. VLCT is
gratified that all three House committees support the increase to funding, and we appreciate the
Transportation Committee’s hard work and consideration for the transportation needs at the local level.

New Bills
BILL
NUMBER
H.526

H.529
H.532

SUMMARY OF NEW BILLS
Would require the town fee report to include a summary of the monies allocated from
each town’s Restoration and Preservation Reserve Fund to digitize records; increase
the fees for town clerk recording services; require each town to establish a Restoration
and Preservation Reserve Fund to restore, preserve, digitize, and conserve municipal
records; require land surveyors to submit a digital copy of a survey plat to the Vermont
Center for Geographic Information when the official plat is filed with a town clerk;
require a survey plat to be recorded when a parcel is subdivided or when the boundaries
of a parcel are changed; specify the time when a state tax lien is deemed “filed” with a
town clerk; require towns to bear the costs associated with returning the original copy
of an instrument to the person who filed the instrument for record; and require town
clerks to indorse an instrument and enter it into a day book within 10 three days of the
date it was filed or left for record.
Would adopt the state’s annual Transportation Program and make miscellaneous
changes to laws related to transportation.
Would make limited adjustments to the budget.
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BILL
NUMBER
H.535
H.536
S.152

S.155
S.159

S.162
S.165
S.169

SUMMARY OF NEW BILLS
Would approve charter amendments of the Town of Brattleboro.
Would change the term “nonresidential” to “nonhomestead” in statute, clarify the
applicability of the sales tax to third-party sales made over the internet, and set the
statewide education property tax yields and nonresidential rate for fiscal year 2020.
Would require employers to provide employee contact information in relation to an
effort to organize a collective bargaining unit; provide for the automatic deduction of
union dues from members’ paychecks; permit unions to meet with new employees to
discuss union membership; amend the law related to using state grant funds in relation
to union organizing; and establish a good cause standard for terminating employment.
Would permit a large capacity ammunition feeding device to be possessed in Vermont
by an out-of-state law enforcement officer when the officer is called into this State to
assist a Vermont law enforcement officer.
Would permit a commercial hauler to charge a fee to recycle mandated recyclables at a
bag-drop or fast-trash site. Would repeal the requirement that commercial haulers offer
collection services for food residuals by July 1, 2020. Would grant the Secretary of
Natural Resources the authority to suspend the application of the landfill disposal ban
on mandated recyclables under certain conditions.
Would adopt miscellaneous proposals to promote economic development, including
proposals concerning workforce recruitment and the Vermont Employment Growth
Incentive Program.
Would amend the permit criteria of Act 250, the state land use law, to protect forest
resources.
Would propose several procedures related to firearms.

CURRENT
LOCATION
House Government
Operations
House Ways and
Means
Senate Economic
Development, Housing
and General Affairs
Senate Judiciary
Senate Natural
Resources and Energy

Senate Appropriations
Senate Natural
Resources and Energy
Senate Judiciary

In Montpelier, municipal workers celebrate the arrival of Spring. [photo by Karen Horn]
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